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T his is an attempt to exo rcize the ghos t called" conscio usness" or
" the observer " from qua ntum mecha nics, an d to show that qu an tum
mechanics is as "objective" a theory as, say, class ica l st atisti cal me
chanics. My thesi s is that the observer, or better , the experimentalist ,
pla ys in qu antum t heory exact ly the sa me role as in class ical ph ysics.
His task is to test the theory.

The opposite view, usually called t he Copenh agen interpretation 0/
quantum mechanics, is alm ost un iversally accep ted. In brief it says that
" objective realit y has evaporated", and that quantum mechanics does not
represent particles, but rather our knowledge, our observations, or our con
sciousne ss, 0/ particles. (Cp. ~28J , p. 100.)

If a mere philosoph er lik e myself opposes a rulin g dogma such as this,
he must expect not only retaliati on , but even derision and contempt. H e
ma y well be browbeaten (thou gh I am hap py to remember how kindly
and pati ently I was treated by NIELS BOHR) with the assertio n that
all competent physici sts kn ow that the Copenhagen inte rpretation is correct
(since it has been" proved by experimen t "J.

It seems therefore necessar y to point out that this assertion is his tori
cally mist ak en, by referring to physicist s who like EI NSTEIN, PLANCK,
VON LAUE, or SCHROD INGER, are as compe te nt as any , and who (unlike
EINSTEIN, P LANCK, VON LAUE, and SCHRODINGER) were even at one
ti me full y convinced ad herents to th e Copenhagen interpret ation, but
who do not now " regard the new interpret ation as conclusive or con
vincing" as HEISENBERG puts it (in [27], p . 16).

Th ere is, first, LOUIS DE BROGLIE, a one-ti me ad herent t o the Copen
hagen interpretati on ; and his form er pup il, JE AN-PI ERRE VIGIER.

T her e is, next , ALFRED LANDE, also one of t he grea t founders of
qua nt um theory in the years 1921 to 1924 who later (1937 and 1951) wro te
tw o textbooks on quantum mechanics entirely in t he Copenhagen spiri t ,
but who has more rec ntly ([36, 37, 38]) become one of t he leading
opponents of th op nhag n tnt q r tation.
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There is D AVID BOHM who published in 1951 a te xtbook, Quantum
Theory [1J, which was not only orthodox in th e Copenhage n sense but
one of the clearest and fullest, most penetra ting and critical presentations
of the Copenhagen point of view ever pu blished . Shortly afterward s.
under the influence of EINSTEIN, he tri ed new ways. and arr ived in 1952
[2J at a tentati ve t heory (revised in [2aJ) whose logical consis tency
proved the falsity of th e cons ta ntly repeated dogma (due to VON NEe
MANN r46)) th at th e quantum theory is "complete" in the sense that it
must prove incomp ati ble with any more det ailed theory .

Th ere is MARIO BUNGE who in 1955 published a paper , " St rife abo ut
Complementa ri ty " [12].

There is the Germa n phys icist , F RITZBoPF, who explicitly subscribes
to th e Copenhagen interp retation, in an epistemological paragraph of a
mos t interesti ng pa per ; thus he writ es, for example. "Naturally our
considerat ions do not mean any alteration of the mathematical concept
of complementarity ." (Cp. [8J , pp. 147f.) Yet he develops there (and in
previous publicat ions) a theory with which E INSTEIN would hardly have
ha d an y quarrel since, on lines not dissimil ar to E INSTEIN'S (cp. [19J.
pp . 671f.), Bor-e inte rprets th e qua ntum theoretical formalism as an ex
tension of classical sta tistica l mechanics; that is, as a th eory of ensembles.

I have given th is brief and of course quite incomplete list of dissent ers
merely to combat th e histo rical myth that only philosophe rs (and tot ally
incomp etent or senile phys icists ) can doubt the Copenhagen in terpreta
tion . Bu t before proceeding to criticize this interpretation in some detail,
I should like to discuss two points.

(a) In a very important sense, which to my kn owledge has bee n
usually overlooked. the Copenh agen interpr et ation ceased to exist long
ago.

(b) Most phys icists who quite ho nestl y believe in it do not pay any
attention to it in actua l practice.

As t o point (a), we mu st not forget that "the new quantum th eory "
or " quant um mechanics " was, to start with, and un til at least 1935,
simp ly another name for " the new electromagnetic theory 0/ matter".

In order to realize fu lly how the theory of the atom, and therefore
the theory of matter, were identi fied with the theory of the electro
magnet ic field . we may for example tu rn to EI NSTEIN, who said in 1920 :
" , " according t o our present conceptions the elementary p articles are . . .
nothing bu; condensations of the electromagnetic field . . , . Our . , . view of
t he universe presents two r alities , .. , namely, gravitationa l ether and
el ct rornagneti field, or - as they migh t also be called - space and
matt r ." (Cp . [17J. p. 22. Th itali s ar mine.)

Quantum me .hanics was r garded by its adher nts as the /inal /orm
01 thi s 'l 'c/,romrJ.{!.1J.cti · tit '01' I a] flttl tt 'I' . T hat is to say, th Iormalism was
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regarded, first of all, as the theory 0/ electrons and protons and thereby
as the theory 0/ the constitution 0/ atoms: 0/ the periodic sy stem 0/ elements
and their phy sical prop erties: and 0/ the chemical bond, and thus 0/ the
phy sical and chemical properties 0/ matter.

A very impressive st ate ment of the view held by almost all physicists
. at least up to the discov ery of the positron in 1932 is due to ROBERT A.
XlILLIKAN:

" Indeed , noth ing more beautifully simplifying has ever happened in
th e history of science than the whole series of discoveries culminating
about 1914 which finally br ought practicaJly universal accept ance to the
th eory that the material world contains but two fundamental entities,
name ly, positive and negative elect rons, ex actly alike in charge, but
differing widely in mass, th e positive elect ron - now usually called a
proton - being 1850 times heavier than the negative, now usually called
simply the electron." ([44J, p.46; the it alics are mine. Cp. also 143~ ,

P·377.)
In fact until at least 1935 some of th e greatest physicist s (cp. EDDING

TON'S [16J) believed th at , wit h the advent of quantum mec hani cs, the
electromagnetic theory had entered in to it s final state, and that th e results
of quantum mech anics strongly confirmed that all matter consis ted 0/
electrons and pr otons. (Neut rons and neutrinos had also been admitted,
somewhat grudgingly, but it was thought that neutrons were protons +
electrons ; and that neutrinos might not be mu ch more than a mathe
matical fiction; while posit rons were regarded as " holes" in th e sea of
electrons.)

Thi s theory th at matter consists of protons and elect rons died long
ago. Its ailment (though it first rem ain ed hidden) started with th e dis
covery of the neutron and also of th e positron (which th e Copenhagen
authorities refu sed to believe in at first): and it received it s final blow
with the discovery of the sharply dist inct levels 0/ interaction, of which
th e elect romagnetic forces cons ti tute just one among at least four :

1. Nucl ear forces.

2. E lectromagneti c forces .

3. Weak decay interactions.

4. Gravitational forces.

Moreover, th e hope of solving within quantum mechani cs such clas
sical problems of th e elect romagne tic theory as the explana tion of th e
electronic charge has been practi cally abandoned .

In the light of this situa t ion , we may now look back upon the titani c
struggle between E INSTEIN and BorIR. Th.e problem posed by EI NSTEIN
was whether quantum mechani cs was "complete" . EI NSTEIN said no.
( p. [21].) B OHR said yes.
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I have no doubt that EI NSTEIN was right. Bu t even today we can
read that it was BOHR who won that famo us battle. This view persists
large ly because EINSTEIN'S attack upon BOHR'S assertion of the com
pleteness of quantum mechanics was interpreted by the Copenhagen
school as an attack upon quantum mechanics itself and its " soundness"
or consistency. But this entails that we accept (i) the identification of
the Copenhagen interpretation with the quantum theory, and (ii) BOHR'S
shift of the problem from completeness to soundness (= freedom from
contradiction). Yet as EINSTEIN had offered his own (statisti cal) inter
pretation of quantum theory, he clearl y accepted its consistency.

As to point (b), that is, as to my assertion that most physicist s who
honestl y believe in the Copenhagen interpretation do not pay any atten
tion to it in actual practice, an excellent example is FRITZ Boer- [8],
since he believes (as do EINSTEIN,PODOLSKY, and ROSEN) that particles
possess both sharp positions and momenta at the same time, while
the Copenhagen school believes this to be false, or "meaningless", or
" unphysical". To quote a form ulation of LANDE'S of 1951 (before he
turned against the Copenhagen interpretation): " The classical idea of
particles breaks down under the impact of the uncertainty relati ons. It
is unphysical to accept the idea that there are particles possessing de
finite positions and momenta at any given t ime, and then to concede
that th ese data can never be confirm ed experimentally , as though by a
malicious whim of nature." ([39J, p.42. LANDE continues by qu oting
NIELS BOHR [6].) Bu t what I have mainly in mind in connect ion with
my point (b) is this. Admittedly, th e formalism of quantum mechanics is
still applied by physicists to th e old problems, and its methods are, with
many modifications, partly used in connect ion with the many new prob
lems of nuclear th eory and elemen tary particle theory. This is certainly
a great credit to its power. Yet at the same t ime, most experimentalists,
though much cuncerned with the limits of precision of their resul ts, do
not seem to be more worri ed abo ut the role of th e observer or abo ut
interfering wit h their results than they are in connection with sensit ive
classical experiments; and most theorists are qui te clear that a new and
much mor e general theory is needed : they all seem to be in search of
a really reuoluiionary nee: theory.

In spite of all this, it still seems necessary to discuss the Copenhagen
interpretation; that is, more precisely, the claim that, in atomic theory,
we have to regard "the observer" or "the subject " as particularly important,
because atomic theory t akes its peculiar character largely from the inter
ference of the subject or the observer (and his" measuring agencies" ) with
the phy sical object under investigation . To quote a typical statement of
BOHR'S: "Indeed, the finite interaction beueee« object and measuring
agencies . . . entails th e necessit y of a final r nun iation of the classical
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ideal .. . and a radical revision of our attitude towards the problem of
physical reality ." (Cp. [4J, pp. 232f.)

Similarly HEISE NBERG: " .. , the traditional requirement of science ...
permits a division of the world into subject and obj ect (observer and
observed) . ... This assumption is not permissible in atomic physics; the
interaction between observer and obje ct causes un controllable large
cha nges in th e sys tem [that isJ being observed, because of the discon
tinuous changes characteristic of the atomic processes." (Cp. [26J, pp .z f.)
Accordingly, H EI SENBERG suggest s th at " it is now prof itable to review
the fundamental discussion, so important for epistemology, of the diffi
culty of separating th e subjecti ve and the objective aspects of the world " .
(Cp. [26J, p. 65; see also [46J, pp. 418-421.)

As opposed to all this I suggest that , in prac tice, physicists do their
measurements and experiments today funda mentally in th e same way
as they did them before 1925. If there is an important difference, then
it is that the degree of indirectness of measurements has increased as
well as the degree of" objectivity " : where 30 or 40 years ago ph ysicist s
used to look through a microscope to t ake a "readin g ", th ere are now
phot ographic films, or auto matic counters, which do the " reading". And
alt hough a ph otographi c film has to be " interpreted" (in the light of a
th eory), it is in no way physically " interfered with " or " influenced "
by this interpretatio n. Admittedly , many experimental test s have now
largely a statistical cha ra cte r, but this makes them no less " objective" :
their st atist ical character (ofte n processed automatically by counters and
comp uters) has nothing to do with the alleged intrusion of t he observer,
or of the sub ject , or of consciousness, into physics, alt hough the prepara-
tion or setting up of an experiment obvio usly has : it depends on theory. J

Our theories which guide us in setting up our experiments have of j

course always been our inven tio ns: they are inventions or product s of
our "consciousness " . But that has nothing t o do with th e scientific
status of our th eories which depe nds on factors such as t heir simplicity,
symme try, and explana tory power, and the way they have stoo d up t o
crit ical discussion and to crucial expe rimental te sts; and on th eir truth
(correspondence to realit y), or nearn ess to truth. (Cp. [49], ch. 10.)

Perhaps this is the best place t o inser t a few logical remarks on the
distinction between theories and concepts; remark s which , although what
follows does not depend on them, may ye t help to remo ve some obstacles
th at block th e way to a critical understanding of the situation in quantum
theory .

What we are seeking, in science , are true theories - true st atements,
true descri ptions of certain structural properties of the world we live in.
These theories or systems of stat rn nt may have their instrumental use ;
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yet what we ar e seeking in science is not so much usefulness as truth;
approximation to tntth; and understand ing .

Thus theories are describ ed wrongly if they are described as bein g
nothing but instruments (for example, instruments of predicti on), though
they are as a rule , among other t hings, also useful instruments. But

. infinitely more important for the scient ist th an the ques tion of the use-

f
fulness of th eories is that of their obfective truth, or their nearness to the

. truth , and th e kind of understanding of th e world, and of it s problems,
which th ey may open up for us. Th e view t hat theories are nothing but

I inst ruments, or calcula ting devices (cp. [49], chapter 3), has becomeIfashionable amon g quantum theorists, owing to th e Copenhagen doctrine
, that quantum th eory is intrinsically ununderstandable because we can

i understand only classical " p1'ctures" , such as " particle pict ures" or
"wave pictures". I think this is a mistaken and even a vicious doctrine .

Theories are also described quite wrongly as " conceptual systems"
or " conceptual framew orks" . It is true that we can not construct th eories
without using words or, if th e term is pref erred, "concepts " . But it is
most imp ort ant to distinguish between sta tements and word s, and be
tween theories and concepts. And it is imp ortant to realize th at it is a
mistake to think that a th eory T; is bound to use a certain concept ua l
sys tem Cl : one th eory Tl may be formulated in many ways , and may
use many different conceptual systems, say Cl and Ca- Or to put it
another way : two theories, T; and T2 , should be regarded as one if they
are logically equ ivalent , even th ough they may use two totally different
"conceptual systems " (Cl and C2) or are conceived in totally different
"concept ual frameworks ". I do not happen to believe tha t S CHR ODI NGER

[59J and E CKART [15J have validl y est abli shed the full logical equivalence
of wave mechanics and matrix mechani cs: there are some loopholes in the se
equiva lence proofs. In this point I agree with N ORW OOD RUSSELLHA NSON ' S

[25J (and E. L. HI LL'S [30J), although some of my views on th e logic of
th e equ ivalence or identi ty of theories differ somewhat fr om HANSON' S.

Yet I do not think that such a pr oof is impossibl e, in sp ite o] the
great difference between the conceptual fram eworks oj the two theories. (What
would be needed for a valid proof is something approaching an axiornatiz
ation of both theories, and a proof th at t o every theorem ~,,, of Tl cor
responds a th eorem t2. " of Tz such th at , with th e help of some syst em
of definitions of th e concepts of Tl and of T2 we can show that tl ,tI

and t2• n are logically equivalent. It would not be necessary for either
T; or T2 itself to contain the mean s needed for formulating these de
finitions; for th ese means may be supplied by some extensions of the
theories. Incidentally , the fact that defini tions may be needed for such
an equivalence proof does not mean th at th ey are needed within a
physical th eory.)
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Now since theories can be equivalent even though their " underlying"
concept ual frameworks are utterly diffe rent (there are many other ex
amples showing that this may be possible), it is clearly a mistake to
identify a theory with its "underlying " conceptual framework or even
to believe that these two must be very closely related. The concept ual
framework of a th eory may be rep laced by a very diff erent one with out
changing the th eory essentially ; and vice versa: incompatible th eories
may be expressed within the same conceptual framework. (For example,
if we replace NEWTON'S inverse squa re law by an inverse law with the
power 2.0001, then we have a different th eory within the same frame
work; and the difference will increase if th e difference between th e two
parameters becomes greater. We might even introduce into NEWTON'S
th eory a finite velocity for gravitational interactions and still say that
we are operating within th e same con ceptual framework . If the velocity
is very great , the two theories may be experimentally indistingui shabl e ;
if it is small, the th eories may differ widely in their empirical implications,
th ough sti ll remaining within the same conceptua l framework.)

What is of real importance for the pure scienti st is the theory. And r
the theory is not merely an "instrument " for him, it is more: he is '
interested in its truth , or in its approximation to the truth. (Cp. [49J,I
chapter 10.) The conceptual system, on th e oth er hand, is exchangeable
and is one among several possible instruments that may be used for
furmulating the th eory. It pr ovides merely a language for th e th eory ;
perhaps a better and simpler language than another, perhaps not. In
any case, it remains (like every language) t o some extent vague and
ambiguou~. It cannot be made " precise" : th e meaning of concepts canno t ,
essentially, be laid down by any definition, whether formal, opera tional ,
or ost ensive. Any attempt to mak e th e meanin g of the conceptua l sys tem
" prer,ise" by way of definitions mu st lean to an infinite regress, and to
merely app arent precision, which is the worst form of imprecision becau se
it is th e most deceptive form. (T his hold s even for pure rnathemat ics.)

Thus we are ultimately interested in theories and in their truth ,
rather than in concep ts and th eir meaning.

This point, however, is ra rely seen. HEINRICH H ERTZ said (and
WITTGENSTEIN repeated it) t hat in science ~ve make ourselves ..pictur es "
("Bilder") _of th e fact s, or of realit y ; and he said that we choose our
" pictures " in such a way th at " the logically necessary consequences"
("die denlmotwendigen F olgen"} of the" pictures" agree with " the neces
sa ry natural consequences " ("die naiurnotieendigen Folgen"] of the real
objects or fact s. Hereit is left ope n whether th e " pictures " are theories
or concepts . MACH, in discussing HERTZ (cp . [41J, p. 318), suggested that
\v should int erpret HERTZ'S "pi t ures " as " concepts ". BOHR'S view
s ems to be similar when he sp aks (as he so often does ) of t he " p article
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picture " ami the ~' wave picture" ; in fact, his way of spea king indicates
strongly the (at least indirect) influence of H ERTZ and MACH .

But" pictures " are unimport ant. They are especially unimportant if
t hey are more or less synonymous with " concepts" , and almost as un

t important when they are meant t o charac terize th eories. A theory is not

\

a picture. It need not be " understood " by way of " visual images" : we
un derstand a theory i f we understand the problem which i t is designed to
solve, and the way in which it solves it better, or worse, than its competitors.
Some people may combine this kind of underst anding with visual images,
others may not. But the most vivid visua lization does not amount to an
understanding of a theory unless th ese other conditions are realized: an
understanding of the problem situa tion, and of the arguments for and
against the competing th eories.

Th ese considerations are important because of endless talk about th e
" particle picture " and the " wav e picture " and their alleged " duality "
or "comp lementarity ", and about the alleged necessity, asserted by
BOHR, of using " classical pict ures " because of the (admitted but ir
relevant) difficulty, or perhaps impossibi lit y, of "visualiz ing" and thus
" un derstanding" atomic objects. But this kind of " understanding" is of
little va lue; and the denial that we can underst and qu antum th eory has
had the most appalling repercussions, both on the teachin g and on th e
real understanding of t he theory.

{ In fact , all this talk about pict ures has not the sligh test bearin g on
either physics, or physical th eories, or the underst anding of physical
t heories. And the fash ionable th esis that i t is vain to try to " understand"
modern physical th eories because t hey are essentially" ununderst and
able" (though useful inst rum ents for calculation) amounts to the some-

I what abs urd assertion that we cannot know what pr oblems they are
intended to solve, or why they solve them better, or worse, than their

• compe ti to rs.
If concepts are comparative ly unimportan t , definitions must also be

unimportan t. Thus alt hough I am pleading here for realism in phys ics,
I do not in tend to define" realism " or " rea lity" . In pleading for realis m
I wish, in the main, to argue that nothing has cha nged since GALILEO
or NEWTON or F ARADAY concerning the status or th e .role of the
"observer" or of our "consciousness" or of our " informa tion" in physics .
I am at the same time quite ready to point out that even in NEWTON 'S
physics, "space " was somewhat less real than" matter" (because al
though it acted upon matter it could not be acted upon) ; and that in
EI NSTEIN'S special theory of relativit y an inertial frame was less real
than a spa tia-temporal coincidence of tw o even ts, or the spatio-temporal
distance betw een them. In a similar way, the number of degrees of free
dom of a phy si al yst m is a more ab 'ira t idea, and perh aps le real,
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t han the atoms or molecules constitu ti ng the sys tem ; but still, I should
be opposed to saying that t he degrees of freedom of a syste m are no t
real, that they are nothing but a conceptual device, and not a real physical
property oj the sys tem. In other words, I do not in tend to argue abo ut
words, including the word" real " ; and by and lar ge I regard as excellent
L ANDE 'S suggestion to ca ll physically real what is "kickable" (and able
to kick back if kicked) - though there are , I am inclined t o think,
degrees of kickability : we can' t kick quasars, DAVID BOHM reminds me .

I have been in doubt whether I shou ld not perhaps first ana lyse and
criti cize the cent ral t enets of the Copenhagen in terpretation, and t hen
la ter show that a perfectly realisti c interpretat ion of the theory is pos
sible . I have decided to proceed differently. I am going to expound, in
t he form of thirt een t heses and a summary, my own realistic inter 
pre tatio n , for wh at it is worth; and I shall crit icize the Copenhagen
interp retation as I go along. I am sure I shall shock many physicists
who , afte r having reached my four th, or a t t he most my six th thesis,
will stop reading this rubbish : it is to help them not to waste their time
that I have decided to proceed as I do.

1 . My firs t thesis concerns t he most impor tant thing for understand
ing quantum theory :!he kind of problems which the theory is supposed
.lQ....s9Iy e. These, I assert, ~re essentially statistical-problems. (a) It was
so with PLANCK'S problem in 1899-1900 which led to his radiation
form ula . (b) It was so with E INSTEIN 'S photon hypothesis and his deriva
tion of PLANCK 'S formu la . (c) It was so (at least in part) with BOHR'S

problem of 1913 which led to his theory of spect ral emissions : the ex
planation of t he Rydberg-Ri tz combination principle was, clearly, a
st atistical problem (especially after E INSTEIN'S photon hypothesis had
been proposed). Admittedly, there was a second problem, thought by
BOHR to be the fundamental one: t he problem of atomic stability, or of the
"stationary state " of non-radiating elect rons in th e atom. BOHR " solved "
this problem - by a post ulate (of " quant um states " or "preferred
orbits " ). So far as there is any explanatory solution to this problem, it
is due to wave mechanics; which in the light oj BORN 'S interpretation
means that it is due t o the substi t ution of a statistical problem for a
mechanical problem. (See below.) (d) It was so with the set of problems
which were solved first by BOHR'S most fruitful " principle of corr espon
dence": these were, in the main, problems of the intensities of t he emitted
spectral lines. However, BOHR'S correspondence arguments were largely
qualit at ive or , at best, approximations. The cen tral problem which led
t o th e ' new quant um m hani s was to improve on this by ob taining
xact statis t! al results.
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However, t his is no t at all the way in which BOHR and his school
looked at the pro blem. They did not look for a generaliz ation of classical
statis tical mechani cs, but rather for a " generaliz ation of classical [particle]
mechanics suited t o allow for th e existence of the qu antum of action",
as BOHR put it as late as 1948 ; a gene ra lizatio n of particle mechanics
which would offer " a frame sufficien tly wide to acco unt for .. . the
charac teristic features of atomi c stability which gave the first impetus to
the development of quantum mechanic s . . . ". (Cp . [,5] , p . 316. The it alics
are min e.)

Most formulat ions of th e problem of qua ntum mechani cs which I have
been able to find are similar, exce pt perhap s th ose " inducti visti c " ones
that start from the experiments and look upon theory as " the attempt
to classify and synthesize th e results . . . of scien ti fic experiment " (cp .[26] ,
p . 1, and [29]). as if th e scien t ific experimen ts refe rred to were not, in
th e main, only the results of theoreti cal problems, and significant only
because of their conflic t with, or support of, some theory. (A similar
inducti vist attit ude appear s to be DIRAC'S starting point, when he dis
cusses " The Need for a Qua ntum Th eory " . (Cp. [14] , pp . 1fL)

I should adm it , however , th at BOH R'S (in my opinion mistaken)
programme of reformin g particle mechanics so as to solve th e prob lem
of atomic stabilit y appeared t o have some prospect of being successfully
carr ied out between 1924 an d 1926. I refer, of course , t o LOUIS DEBROG
LIE'S doctora l thesis of 1923-1 924 in which he applied to elect rons the
Einsteinian idea that photons were somehow " associa ted " with waves,
and showed that BOHR'S quantized" preferred orbits" (an d with them ,
stabilit y) could be explained by wav e interference. Th is was without
dou bt one of the boldest , deepest , an d most far- reaching ideas in this
whole development.

DE BROGLIE 'S idea was, quite consciously , an inv ersion of EI NSTEIN'S
idea of associa ting light qua nta or photons with ligh t wav es. In EIN
STEIN 'S theory, which thus was the model of DE BROGLIE'S, ligh t is
emit ted and absorbed in th e form of " part icles " or "light quanta " or
"photons " ; and thus in th e for m of things which have a pretty sharp
spa tio-temporal loca tion, at least while th ey interact with matter by being
emitted or absorbed . Light is, however, propagated like waves. T he squa re
of the amplit ude of th ese wav es det ermines, according t o EINSTEIN, th e
density (that is, the stat istic al prob abi lity) of t he photo ns; and th e
amplit ude of the wav es a t the place where an atom (in an appropria te
sta te) or a free electron is located de termines the probability of th e ab
sorption of a photon.

However it was more than two years, during which DE BROGLIE'S
theory of electrons grew into S CHRODI NGER 'S " wave me hanics " , before
MA X B RN applied to t his new wav e me hanics th st ati t ica l inter-
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pretation of the relationship between ph otons and ligh t waves which we
owe to EI NSTEIN. MAX BORN him self say s ab out his statistical inter
pretation of wave mechanics : "The solution . . . was suggested by a
remark of EI NSTEIN'S about the connecti on betw een th e wave th eory of
light and the ph ot on hypot hesis. Th e int ensity [of course, what is meant
is the squa re of th e amplitude] of the light waves was t o be a measure
of th e density of the photons or, more precisely, of th e probability of
photons being present." (Cp. [10] , p. 104.)

Thus through BORN'S statisti cal interpr etation of matter wav es even
the one problem of q uantum theory which appeared not to be statistical
- the pr oblem of a tomic stabilit y - was redu ced to, or replaced by, a
statis tical problem : BOHR'S qu antized " pr eferred orbits" turned out to
be those for which the pr obability of an electron' s being found on t hem
differed from zero.

All this is to support my thesis tha t the problems of the new quantum
theory were essentially of a statistical or probabili stic character.

2. .My second th esis is that statistical questions demand , essentially ,
statistical answers . Thus qu antum mechanic s mu st be, essentially, a sta
tistical t heory .

I believe that this argum ent (although it s validity is by no means
generally admitted) is perfectly straightforward and logically cogent .
(The argument may be traced back to RI CHARD VO N MISES [45] and
it has been beautifully illu strated by ALFRED LANDE ; cp o[36], pp. 3 f. ,
and [38J, pp. 27ff. and 39.)

St atistical conclusions cannot be obtained without stat istical pre
mises. And th erefore answers to statis tical questions cannot be obtained
without a statis tical th eory.

Yet la rgely owing to th e fact th at the problems of th e theory were
not (and sti ll often are not) seen to be statisti cal , other reasons were
invented to explain th e widely admitted statistical charact er of the
theory .i Foremost am ong these reasons is th e argument that it is our (neces

l sary) lack 0/ knowledge - especially the limitations to our knowl edge
I discovered by HEISENBERG and formulated in his " p rincip le of inde-

terminacy" or " principle of uncertainty " - which forces us to ad opt a
probabilistic, and consequent ly a statistical, theory. (This argument is
criticized in my fifth thesis below.)

3. My third t hesis is that it is t his mistak en belief that we have to
explain the pr obabilistic cha ract er of quantum theory by our (allegedly
necessa ry) lack 0/ knowledge, rather t han by th e statisti cal character of
our problems, which lias led to the intrueio« of the observer, or the subject ,
into quantus» theory. It has leel to this in trusion because the view that a

{probabib.st i th ory is th r suit of 10. k of kn owledge leads inescapably



, to the subjectivist interpretation of probability theory ; that is, to th e view
. that the probability of an event measures the degree of somebody 's
; (incom plete ) kn owledge of that even t, or of his " belief" in it .

However, as I have tried to show for man y years, it would be sheer
magic if we were able to obtain knowledge - statistic al knowledge 
out of igno rance . (Cp . [50,53,54, 55]. )

4. My fourth the sis is th at, as a consequence, we ar e faced with wha t
I shall call the great quantum muddle. (It seems t o me that the only
adh erent to BOHR'S " Principle of Complementarity " who is free of this
muddle - following almost exactly EI NSTEI N'S despised ideas in a new
garb - is FRITZ Borr-, in his paper [8].)

In order to explain this great muddle, I shall have to say a few word s
about stat istical theories.

Every probabilistic or statisti cal th eory assumes the following .

(a) Cert ain events (5 turning up) which happen to cert ain element s
(dice) in certain experimental situations (being shaken in a beaker, and
thrown on a table). Th ese form the" popul ation " for our statistics .

(b) Certain physical pr operties of th ese even ts, elements, and experi
mental situations; for example th at th e dice are of homogeneous mat erial ,
and that only one of the six sides is marked with a " 5" ; and th at th e
experimental situatio n permits a certain width of va riation.

(c) A set of the possible events (Possible under the exp erimental con
ditions), called th e points in the sample space or the probability space
(the noti on stems from RICHARD VON MISES).

(d) A number associated with each point (or, in the case of a continu
ous sample space, with each region) of the sample space , determined by
some mathematical fun cti on, called th e distribution fun ction . (The sum
of these numbers is equal to 1; this can be achieved by some " normaliza
tion ".) In th e conti nuous case th e distribution funct ion is a densit y
fun ct ion.

E xample: our sample space may be th e Uni ted Kingd om, or more
precisely, t he set of events of a man or a woman living at some spot in
the United Kingdom. The distribution fun cti on can be given by a (con
tinuous) density dist ribution (normalized to 1) of the popul ation; that
is, t he actual number of people living in a region, " normalized !' by being
divided by th e t otal population of the Uni ted Kin gdom. We then can
say that this information helps us to answer all ques tions of the t ype :
what is the probab ilit y that an E nglishman lives at a certain spo t
(region); or that an Englishman lives in " the South of En gland" ? (Here
we assume that we have a prop er division between North and South .)

Now it is clear that th e statistical distribution fun ction (whether
normalized or not) ma y be looked up on as a property characterizing the

, 18 K. R. POPPE R :
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sample space --- in our case the Un ited Kingdom. It is not a physical
property char acteristi c of th e events (5 turning up ; or of Mr. Henr y
Smith's, a resident in the United Kingdom, being domiciled in Oxford) ;
still less is it a property of the elements (the die ; or Mr. Smith).

Thi s is parti cularl y clear of Mr. Smi th: he is, for the statistical
th eory, nothing but an elemen t un der considera tion . (In fact, the sta
ti st ical t heory will tell us almos t the same about Mr. Smith as it tells
us, say, about his bed or his wris twatch : th e statistical dist ributions of
these physically very different elements will be almost identical.) It is,
perhaps, less clear of the die : in th is case th e dist ribution fun ct ion is,
we conjecture , related to its phys ical prope rt ies (its having six sides , the
homogenei ty of its material) . However , this relat ion is not as close as
it may seem at firs t sight . For the dist ribution func tion will be the
same for big or small dice , and for dice ma de of some ligh t plastic or.
ur anium. And th e probability of 5 turning up will be the same for all
dice that have only one side marked" 5" -- whatever the mark ings of
the other sides may be (though these may great ly influence other prob
ab ilit ies) ; and it will be a different one for all dice having more, or less,
than one side marked " 5", or for non- homoge neous dice.

f Now wha t I call the great quan tum mu ddle consists in t akin g a
dist ribution function , i.e. a statistica l measure function characterizing

1

some sample space (or perhaps some " population" of events), and
tr eating it as a phy sical property 01 the elements 01 the population.
It is a muddle: the sample space has hardly anything to do with the
elements.

! Unfor tunately ma ny people, including physicists, t alk as if the distri-
bution functio n (or it s mathematical form) were a prope rty of the elements
of the populat ion under considerat ion . They do not discriminate bet ween
utterly different ca tegori es or types of things, an d rely on the very unsafe
assumptio n that " my" probability of living in the South of England is,
like " my" age, one of " my" properties - perh aps one of my physical
properties.

, Now my thesis is th at t his muddle is widely prevalent in quantum
I theory, as is shown by those who speak of a "duality of particle and
J wave" or of "wavicles ".

For the so-called " wave" - _the vrf uncftt ion - may be identif ied

with the mathematical form of a function, I (p, :1 p),which i§..a /unction

...01 a probabilistic distribution lunction P, where f=tp=tp(q, t), and
P= Itpl2 is a density distribution function. (See, for example, th e foot 
note 6, with a reference to E . FEENBERG, in H . MEHLBERG'S excellent
dis USSiOll of L ANDE'S vi ws in [42J, p . 363 .) <;>n the other hand~tbe

clement in qu __s t ion has t he proper ti 5 of a part icle. Th wave shape (in
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configuration space) of the 'IjI-functi on is a kind of accident which poses
a problem to pr oba bility th eory , but which has next to nothing t o do
with the ph ysical properties of the particles. It is as if I were called a
" Gauss-ma n " or a "non-Gauss-man" in order to indicate that the
distribution fun cti on of my living in the South of England has a Gau ssian
or non-Gaussian shape (in an appropriate sample space).

5. My fifth thesis concerns1!EISEN BE RG' S famous formulae :

LlE4 t ~ h,

Llpx Llq..~ h.

(1)

(2)

! I assert th at th ese formulae are , beyond all doubt, validly derivable
i statis tical formulae of th e quantum theory. But I also assert that they
1 have been habitually misinterpreted by those quantum theorists who said

th at these formulae can be interpret ed as det ermining some upper limits
. to the precision 01 our measurement s (or some lower limits to the ir im-

precision) .

r
My thesis is th at th ese formulae set some lower limits to the staii siical

dispersion or "scatter " of th e results of sequences of experimen ts : th ey
are stati stical scatter relations. They th ereby limit the pr ecision of certain

I indi vidual predictions .
But I also assert that in order to test these scatter relations, we have

to be able (and are able) to make measurements which are far m ore precise
than the range or width 01 the scatter.

The situation is like this: a statis tical t heory may tell us something
ab out the distribution or scatter of the population in t he environment
of industrial itowns. In order to test it, it will be necessary to fix the
places where people live with a pr ecision far exceeding the range of
th e pr edict ed scat te r. Our statis tical laws may tell us that we cannot
reduce the sca tter below a certain limit . But t o conclude from t his th at
we are un able t o " measure " th e positions of th e places where th e peopl e
live more precisely th an th e minimum statistical scatter is simply a
muddle.

Since H EI SE NBERG'S form ulae in their various proper interpr etations
are (as will be shown in detail in my next thesis) stati stical laws of nature,
derivable [rom a statis tical theory, it is qui te ob vious th at it is imp ossibl e
to use them in order to ex plain why qu antum mechanics is probabilistic
or statistical. Moreover , being sta tis tical laws, th ey add t o our kn owledge:
it is a mistak e to th ink that they set limits t o our kn owledge. What they
do set limits to is the scatter of particles (or more precisely , the scatter
of the result of sequences of certain experiments wit h particles). This
scat ter, they tell us, cannot be suppressed . It is also a mistak e to th ink
th at the alleg d limit ati on to our knowl dge could ever be validly used
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for explaining the stat istical character of the qu antum theory. (See my
eighth thesis, below .) And ultimately, it is just th e old muddle again
if it is said th at th e Heisenb erg formulae provide us wit h that vagueness
which is allegedly needed for asserting without inconsist ency the " dual "
characte r of pa rticles and waves; th at is, t heir charac ter as "wavicles " .

6. My sixth th esis is that , however remarkable the statist ical laws of
the th eory are, includi ng the Heisenberg formulae (1) and (2), they refer
to a popul ation of particles (or of experiments with particles) which are,
quite properly , endowed with positions and momenta (and mass-ener gy,
and various other physical properties such as spin). It is true that th e
scatter relati ons tell us th at we cannot pr epare experiments such th at we
can avoid , upon repetition of the experimen t , (1) scattering of the energy
if we arrange for a narrow time limit, and (2) sca ttering of themomentum
if we arrange for a narrowly limited position . But this means only th at
there are limits to the statis tical homogeneity of our experimental results.
Yet not only is it possible to measure energy and time, or momentum and
positi on, with a precision greater than formulae (1) and (2) seem to permit ,
but these measurements are necessary for testing the scatter predicted by

• th ese very formulae.
I shall now t ry to produce some arguments for what I hav e said in

my last tw o theses. Th ese arguments will show, incidentally, th at the
Heisenb erg formulae (1) and (2) can be derived from theories which are
much older than the commutat ion relations of qu antum mechani cs.

We can derive HEISEl..;BERG'S formula

(1 )

from PLANCK'S quantum condition of '1900 ,

E = h v .

This leads, in view of th e constancy of h, at once to

a form_ula in which " L1 " .may be interp::eted in various. ,~ays. I n order
to obtain HEISENBERG'S formula (1) we only have to combine thi s for
mula with an eve n older principle of optics, th e princip le of harmonic
resolving p ower. (Both HEISENBERG and BOHR base their deriv ations of
the ind eterminacy relations directly or indir ectl y up on t his prin ciple ;
cp . [26J, pp. 21 and 27.) This principle states that if a monochr omati c
wave train of frequency v is cut up by a tim e shutter into one stre tch or
s veral st r tches (" wav packets ") of th e durati on L1 t, th en th e width

11 of th e spectral lin will become

I1v ~ 1 / LJ.t .
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This is, for various rea sons, a remarkable law . (It contains the prin
ciple of superpos ition.) It leads from

LlE =h Llv
immediate ly to

Ll E ~ hfLl t

and thus to formula (1).

But in so derivin g formula (1), we are no longerfree to interpret " LI "
in various ways (for example, as t he width of imp recision of a measur e-

• ment) . We are, rather, bound in our interpretation by the meaning given
to " LI " by the principle of harmonic resolving power. This principle inte r
prets " LI v" as the width of spectral lines. Accordingly, PLANCK'S principle
(in EINSTEIN ' S int erpretation) forces us to interpret this width as the
sca tter of the energy of the particles (photons) which make up the

• spec t ral lines; for a spectral line of frequ ency 11 is to be interpreted as
the statis tical result of incoming photons of energy E=h'll, and con
sequen tly th e width LI 'II of the spectral line as th e ran ge LI E of the statis
tical scatter of the energies of th e ph otons which together form th e
spectral line. Thus formula (1) states the law that , if we vary at will
th e period LI t of our shutter , we are bound to influ ence inversely the
scatter LIE of t he energy of th e incoming photons.

f Th is deri vation shows clearly th at (1 ) is a statistical law, and part of the
sta tistica l theory. It can be tested only by ascertaining th e distribution
of the inco ming photons on the photographic film or plate ; and in order
t o do this , we must measure the places where th e photons hit the spectra l
line with an imprecision, say bE, very much smaller than the width LIE
of th e line:

bE<t:. LI E .

Thus the testing of the law expressed by (1) and of its statis tical
predicti ons demand that we can measure th e incomin g par ticle with a
precision bE which satisfies

bE;j i«: h .

(
. This kind of thing is don e every day; and it shows th at the Heisenb erg
formulae are valid for statistical predictions about man y particles, or
abou: sequences 0/ many experiments with individual par ticles, but that
they are misinterpreted as limiting th e precision of measurements of
indiv idual part icles.

There is a derivation of the second Heisenb erg formula

(2)

which is ana logous to t he deriva tion wit h th e help of the time shuuer .
We st art again with a (flat) mono hroma ti way train 11 and cut it ;
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this time by a screen (vertical to the direction z of the beam), with one
slit of variable width Llqx' (The "one slit experiment" .) When the slit is
very wide, th ere will be only a marginal effect upon th e wave train .
But when it narrows, we get a scattering (diffr action) effect: the narrower
the slit Llqx' the wider will be the angle by which th e rays diverge from
their original direction: here another form of th e principle of harmonic
resolving power applies (vx is th e proj ecti on on th e x-axi s of the wave
number, that is, the number of waves per centimetre) :

Ll vx ':::'; 1 ILl s:
Multiplying both sides by h we get

hLlvx':::'; hlLlqx'

Using instead of PLANCK'S formula E = h v th at of DE BROGLIE in the
formPx=h vx' we can write "I1Px" for "h Ll v.l/ ' ; and so we arrive at (2) .

When the slit Ll qx is very sma ll we obtain, according to HUYGENS'S
principle, waves emerging from it which spread not only in the z direction
but also in th e + x and - x direction (cylind er waves). This means that
th e particles which, before reaching th e slit, had a momentum Px= 0
(since they were proceeding in the z direction), will now have a con
siderable sca tter of momenta Ll Px , in the + x and .- x dir ection . We
can t est this scatter again by measuring the various momenta with a
spect rograph in vari ous positi ons. There is, in prin ciple, hardly a limit
to the precision op of th e measurements of th e va rious momenta in the
various dir ections ; th at is, we have aga in

and thus

Again , we could not te st the stati stical law (2) in thi s one slit experi
ment without th ese more precise measurements oPx« Ll Px.

Incidentally, we measure the momentum, Px, of th e incoming particle
by its position on the film of the spectrograph. And this is typical. It
should ha rdly be necessary to stress that we almost always measur e
momenta by positions. (For example, if w e measure a Doppler effect ,
we do so with the help of a spect ral line, th at is by measuring th e positi on
of th e line on a photographic plate.) It has, un fortunately , become
necessary t o emphasize thi s point, because of BOHR'S repeated assertion
that positio n measurements and momentum measurements are incom
patible (and " complementary " ) owing to "the mutual excl usion of any
. wo exp rimental proc dur 5, permitt ing th e un ambiguous definition of

mplernentary physi al qu aliti s ... " . ( p. BOHR in [4], p. 234. quoting
from. his r ply [3] to EIN!;'1." IHN, 1?OOOL I' v, and Ro EN [21].) The two
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experim ental procedures, we are told by BOHR, exclude each other
because the momentum measurements need a m ovable screen (as depicted
in [4J, p.220) , while the positi on measurement needs a fixed screen
or a fixed photographic plate. But we often measur e mom enta by fixed
photographic plates, that is, by positions; but never by a movable
screen. (Incidentally, the use of BOHR'S movable screen would ent ail at
least tw o p osit ion measurements of the screen.)

A fam ous problem for particle theory is posed by the two slit experi 
ment (or n slit experiment ), with tw o (or mor e) slits with th e (periodi c)
dist ance zlqx between them. Th is ha s been recently cleared up by
ALFRED LANDE ([38J, pp . 9-12), using the Du ane-Laude space-periodi
cit y formula:

(n=1, 2, . . .) .

The tw o slit experiment turns out to be a space-periodicity ex peri
ment with the periodicit y zl qx' Th e particles transfer to th e screen (or
th e grid) a momentum packet Ii p, or its multiples, such th at

As a consequence (as shown by LAND E, loco cit. ) we get the wave-like
fring es.

The usual question " how does t he particle which goes through slit 1
' know ' that slit 2 is open rather th an closed ?" can now be reasonably
well cleared up. It is the screen (or the grid , or th e crystal) which " knows "
whether th ere is a periodicit y zl qx built into it or not , and which there
fore "knows " wheth er it ca n absorb momentum packet s of the size
Llpx =hjLlqx' Th e particle does not need to "know " any thing: it simply
interac ts with the screen (which " knows "), according t o th e laws of
conservat ion of mom entum and of space periodicity; or more precisely,
it interact s with the tot al experimenta l arrangements (see my eighth
and especially my tenth thesis below).

I have so far spoken mainly abo ut particles and th eir (indirect)
measurements, for example, momen tum measurements by way of posi
tion measure ments . Bu t there are othe r methods, of course : Geiger
counters may measur e (not very precisely ) position, and time ; and so
may Wilson cha mbers. And the positi on measurement in a Wilson
chamber ma y be an indirect mom entum measur ement. H owever , th e
time measurement of the incoming particle may be of particular inte res t
to us in every case in which th e frequency (or energy) of the emission
is very sha rp - as it is in the classical case of a BOHR hydrogen atom.

Here we have RYDBERG'S constant R , a wave number, so that R c
is a constant frequen y, 'JIR' which can be calculated, according to HAAS
(1910) and BOHR (1913), with great pre ision from the constants of t he
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th eory (ft is th e mass of the electron, e its charge):

VR = R c = 2n2e4ftfh3 .

Then the Rydberg-Ritz combinat ion principle (formula ted by RITz, usin g
RYDBERG'S constant, in 1908, five year s before BOHR'S theory of the
hydrogen atom) asserts for the frequencies, vm , n ' of emission or absorpt ion
the relation

(m, n=1, 2, .. .) .

Mult iplied by h thi s becomes BOHR'S quantization rule of emission and
absorption (1913). Thus the permissible frequen cies vm , tl and the various
corre sponding Bohr-energies of the particles can be calculated from first
principles, as it were - they ar e variables which can take on only certain
discret e values [" eigenvalues" which might be described as quasi-con
stants). Accordingly, .1""'." may be extremely small, and ;j t, calculated
with the help of the prin ciple of harmonic resolvin g power, will be large,

But these sharp spect ral lines, although they must not be interfered
with by means of a time shut ter, can be statistically investig ated by
timing the arrivals of the photons (which gives also th e time of emission)
by means such as a Wilson cha mber or a Geiger coun ter. (Especially
impressive here are the Compt on-Simon photographs of high frequency
X-ray photons of very precise frequency or energy.) For these arrival
tim es we may get at <::.1i, and thus

11£ si-c:h .

7. My seventh th esis is th at all this, or most of it, was in effect
admitted by HEISENBERG.

r First I would repeat that the predictions of the th eory are st atis tical,
with a sca tter given by the Heisenberg formulae. Th e measurements
which must be more pr ecise than the scatter (as I have pointed out) may
serve as tests of these predictions: these measurements are retrodictions.

HEISENBERG saw, and said, th at these highly precise retrodictive
measurements were possible . W hat he did not see was that they had a
junction in the theory - that they were needed lor testing it (and th at th ey
could be tes te d in their turn) .

Thus he suggest ed, half-heartedly bu t pretty st rongly, that th ese
retrodic tive measurements were meaningless. And this suggestion was
taken up and turned into a dogma by the adhe rents of th e Copenhage n
int erpretation, especially when it was found th at there were no vectors
in Hilber t space corresponding to any measurements shar per th an th e
formulae (1) and (2).

Bu t th is fact does not r ally create any difficulty. The vectors in
}filbert si'ace correspond to the statistical assertions oi the statis tical theory .
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They say nothing about measurements, or about th e tests of th e statis
ti cal assertions by the determination of the position and momentum, or
of the energy and tim e, of individual particles.

I sha ll now quote some evidence for my thesis regarding HEISENBERG'S
admission that the measurements I have described can be made, and his
suggestion th at they are, if not completely meaningless, a t best pointless
an d uninteresting, because th ey merely refer to th e past. He says that

• measurements which " can never be used as initial conditions in an y
calculat ion of the future progress of the electron and [which] thus cannot
be subjected t o experimental verification " are devoid of physical signi
ficance. (Cp . [26] , p . 20.) But thi s is a double mist ake. For (a) th e
preparation of initial conditio ns admittedly is very important, but so
are t est st atements which alway s look into the past and whose main

. fun ction is not to be " verifiable " (that is , testable) in their turn but to
"verify " (or more precisely to test) . And (b) it is a mist ake to think that
th ese test statements, th ough looking into the past, are not " verifiable"

• (or more precisely , test able) in the ir tum . On the contrary, it is one of
the principles of the quantum th eory that every measurement can be
"verified" or tes ted in th e sense that it s imm ediate repetition will yield
th e same result. (This principle, whose author seems to be VON NEUMANN,
is not generally valid, unless it is t rivially so in the sense explained below,
under the heading of my ninth thesis.) Thus t o say th at th ese measure
ments which look into th e past " can not be subjected to experimental
verification" is simply mistaken .

In order to show quite definitely that HEISE NBERG and I are talking
about th e same measurements, and that we are in agreement th at they
are not subject to the uncertainty relati ons, I wish to remind the reader
of t he one slit experiment and of the fact that the measurements of p"
with the help of spectrographs at various positions (or of a photographic
plat e parallel to th e horizontal screen) are , in fact , position measure
ments, so th at we obt ain our tot al informati on about positio n+momen
tum by way of two positi on measurements: the first is provided by the
slit LI q", th e second by the impact of th e part icle on the photographic
plat e. (We can take the frequency - or energy - of the beam as known. )
Now it is precisely about such an arrangement consisting of two position
measurements (which allow us to calcula te th e position and momentum
alter th e first and before the second measurement) that HEISENBERGsays
th e following:

" The . . . most fundamental method of mea suring velocity [or momen
tum] depends on the determination of positi on at two different t imes . . .
it is possible to determine with any desired degree of accuracy the velocit y
[or momentum] befor th e second [measurement] was made ; bu t it is
the velo ity after thi ill asur ment which alone is of importance t o th e
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physicist . .. " (Cp. [26J, p. 25. The italics are mine, and I have changed
the positi on of a phrase to improve the readability by avoiding an
am biguity.)

I HEISEN BERG is even mor e empha t ic concerning experiments in which
we measure th e position of a particle whose momentum is kn own (say,
because th e particle belongs to a monochromatic beam) : " ... th e un
cert ainty relation does not refer to th e past ", he writes ; " if th e velocit y
of th e electron is at first known and the position then exactly measured,
the position for times previous to the measurement may be calculated.
Then for th ese past times 11 p II q is sma ller than th e usual limiting
value." (Cp. [26J, p. 20.) So far we can agree. But now comes our sub tle
but import ant disagreement ; for H EI SE NBE RG continues : "but thi s know
ledge of the past is of a purely speculative cha racter, since it can nev er . . .
be used as an initial condition in an y calculatio n of the future progress

~ of the electron" (this I believe to be true) " and thus cannot be subjected
t o experimental verification" (thi s is false, as I sha ll show).

H E ISEN BERG adds to this: "It is a matter of personal belief whether
such a calculatio n concerning the past hist ory of th e electron can be
ascribed any physical reality or not." (Lac. cit. )

i Almost every ph ysicist who read HEISE NBE RG opted for " not " .

But it is not a matter of personal belief: th e measurements in qu estion
ar e needed for testing the statisti cal laws (1 ) and (2) ; th at is, the scatter
relations.

The particular case, of a positi on measurement of a particle from
which ret rodictively " the positions for times previous to th e measuremen t
may be calcula ted", as H EI SEN BERG puts it , plays a most important role
in physics: if we measure th e position of a par ticle (a photon or an
elect ron) on th e ph otographic film of any spect rograph, then we use this
posit ion measurement (togeth er with th e known arrangement of the ex
periment) for calculating, wit h th e help of th e theory, th e frequ ency or
energy and thus th e momen tum of th e par ticle ; always, of course , retro
dictive ly. To questi on whether th e so ascerta ined" past history of the
elect ron can be ascribed any physical realit y or not " is to qu estion th e
significance of an indi spensable standa rd method of measurement (ret ro-

• dictive, of course); indispensable, especially, for qua ntum physics.
But once we ascribe ph ysical reality to measurements for which, as

HEISEN BE RG admits, IJp !Jq<.. h, the whole situation changes complete-

\

ly: for now th ere can be no questi on whether, accordi ng to th e quantum
theory, an electron can" have" a precise position and momentum. It can.

B ut it was just this fact tha t was constantly denied : although H EISE N-

B ' RG ma de it "a matter of personal belie f", BOHR and the Copenhagen
int TJ retation (partly be au of til non- xistence of those vectors in
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Hilbert space) insisted that an electron [us! canno t hav e a sharp position
and momen tum at the same time. Thi s dogma is th e core of BOHR'S thesis
that quantum th eory is "comp lete" , presum abl y in th e sense that a
particle cannot have properties which th e th eory (allegedly) does not allow
to be "measured " .

Thus the so-called" paradox" of EI NSTEI N, PODOLSKY, and ROSEN
(cp. [21J and [3J) is not a paradox but a valid argum ent, for it established
just this: th at we must ascribe to particles a precise position and momen
tum , which was denied by BOHR and his school (th ough it is admitted
by Bo r-r ).

The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen thought experim ent ha s since become a
real experiment , in connection with pa ir-creation , and pair-destruction
with photon-pair creation. The tim es and energies of the pairs can be
in principle measured with any degree of precision. Of course , the mea
surements are retrodictive: they are tests of th e theory. (See for example
O. R. FRISCH 'S [23].)

Why did BOHR and his followers deny that oPxoqx<f:.h is possible ?
Because of the great quantum muddle, the alleged dualism of particle
and wave : it is said that there are two " p ictures ", the particle picture
and the wave picture, and that they have been shown to be equivalent
or "complementary" ; that is t o say, both valid . But thi s " compl emen
tarity" or " du ality" must br eak down, it is sa id, if we allow th e particle

.. t o have at th e same tim e a sha rp positi on and momentum.
It is from here, and from th e subject ive interpret ation of probability

to which we sha ll turn next, that th e sub jectivist interpretation of th e
. quantum theory arose - almost of necessit y .

8. My eighth th esis results from an attempt of min e to explain , th ough
not to excuse, the grea t qu antum muddle, as I have called it. My thesis
is th at the interpretation of the formalism of qua ntum mechanics is closely
related to the interpretation of the calculus of probability.

By th e calculus of pr obability I mean a formal calculus which contains
formal laws such as

O;;;, p (a, b) ;;;' 1

where " p (a, b)" may be read " the probability of a rela tive to b' ' (or
" the probability of a given b").

What " probability " (th e fun cti on of functor " p " ) means, and what
th e argum ents " a" and" b" stan d for, is left open to inter pretation .

It is assumed, however, th at th ere is a set of enti ties, S , say, to
which the arguments a, b, c, ... , belong; and that if a belongs to S,
th en - a (read " non-a ") also belongs to 5 ; and that if a and b belong
to 5 , then ab (read " a-and-b " ) also does . Moreover, it is assumed that
t.he meaning of all these symbols, though open to many different inter-
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pretatio ns , is partly fixed by a number of formal rules which connect
th ese symbols.

Th e following formulae are trivial examples of such form al rules:

p ia, a) =1 .

pia, b)+P(- a, b) = 1 , unle ss P(- b, b) =1-= 0 .

P (a, b) = P (aa, b) = P (a, bb) .

P (a, c) ~ p (ab, c)~ p (b, c) .

We may alsogive a definition of "absolute probability " , p (a), in terms
of " relative probability " , p (a, b) :

P ia) = P (a, - ((- al a)) .

The task of selecting a number of these formal rules so th at all th e
others are deriv able from them, is the task of finding one or more suita ble
axiomatizations of th e formal calculus of probabilit y. (Cp. [50J and [51]. )
I mention it only in order to con trast it with the task of finding one or
more suitable in terpretations . (Cp. [53J, [54J, and [55].)

There is a great va riety of in terpret ations, which may be divided into
two main groups: the subjective and the objective interpret ati ons'

The subjective interpretations are th ose which interpret the number
p (a, b) as measuring some th ing like our kno wledge, or our belief, in (the
assertion) a, given (the information) b. Thus the arguments of th e p-func
tion , t ha t is, a, b, c, . " are in thi s case t o be int erpreted as it ems of
belief or doubt, or items of information , or propositions , or assertions ,
or statements, or hypotheses.

f For a long time it was th ought (and it still is thought by many
, eminent mathemati cians and physicist s) that we may st art from a sub 
I jectively interpret ed sys tem of probabilistic premises and then derive
\ from these subjectivist premi ses statistical conclusions. How ever, this is a

grave logical blunder.
Th e blunder may be traced back to some of the grea t founders of

probabilit y theory, to J ACOB B ER NOULLI and especially to S IMEON DE NIS

P OISSO N, who thought that th ey had discovered, in th eir deriv ations ofthe
va rious forms of the law of great numbers, a kind of logico-mathemati cal
bridge leadin g from non-statisti cal assump tion s to sta tistic al conclusions;
that is, to conclusions concerning th e frequency of certain events .

Th e logical mist ake was carefully analysed by R ICHARD VON lV):I SES

(see especially [45J) and also by myself. (Cp . [50], chapte r VIII, and
[53].) MISES showed th at at some stage or other in the derivation, the
non-statistical meaning of the symbols is dropped and tacitly replaced
hy a st a tisti al on . This is usually done by interpr ting a probability
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approaching 1 as "almost certain " in the sense of " almost always to
happen" , instead of "almost certain " in the sense of " very strongly be
lieved in " or perhaps" almost known" . Sometimes the mistake consists
in replacing" almost certainly known" by" known almost certainly to
occur" . However this may be, th e mist ake is very clear: from premises
about degree s of belief we can never get a conclusion about the fre
quency of events.

I It is strange that this idea that we can derive statistical conclusions
from premises expressing un certainty is still so strong among quantum
theorists; for JOHN VON NEUMANN, one of the most influential among
them, accepted in his famous book, Math ematical Foundations of Quantum
M echanics, the theory of probability of VON MrSES. (Cp. [46] , p. 298,
note 156.) Yet VON NEUMANN'S praise of this theory does not seem to
have induced quantum theorists to study carefully VON MISES'S argu
ments against the existence of a "bridge" from non-statistical premises
to statis t ical conclusions.

I do not wish to imply that I accept VON Mrsss's theory as a whole ;
but I believe that his criticism of the alleged "bridge" from non
statistical premises to statistical conclusions is unanswerable; and I do
not even know of an y serious attempt to refute it. Nevertheless, the sub 
jective theory, under the name of "Bayesian probability", is widely and
uncritically accepted.

I now pro ceed to the objective interpretations of the probability cal
culus . I shall here distinguish between three such interpret ations :

(a) The classical interpretation (DE MOIVRE, LAPLACE) which takes
p (a, b) to be th e proportion of equally possible cases compatible with the
event b which are also favourable to the event a. For example, let a be
the event" at th e next throw of this die 5 will turn up" and take b to
be the assumption" 6 will not turn up" (or " only throws ot her than 6
will be considered as throws " ) ; then p (a, b) = ! .

(b) The frequency interpretation or statistical interpretation (JOHN
VENN, GEORG HELM, VON MrSES) which t akes p(a, b) as the relative
frequ ency of the events a among the events b. This interpretation, which
I developed by tr ying t o remov e some of its difficulties (cp. [50] , chap
ter VIII and new Appe ndix" VI), is one which I uph eld for about twenty
years (from approxima tely 1930 to 1950), though I always stressed th e
existen ce of other interpret ations (cp . [50]).

(c) Th e propensity interpretation which I developed from a crit icism
of my own form of the frequency interpretation and which may at the
same time be regarded as a refin ement of tbe classical interpretation.

I shall have to say a few things abo ut each of the three obj ective
in terpret at ions.
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In fav our of (a), the classical interpretation, it may be said that it
is used, almost as a matter of cours e and obviously with good reason,
in situations where we conjecture th at we have before us somet hing like
"equally possible cases " : we do not need to experiment with a regu lar
polyhedron in ord er to conjecture that, if it is of hom ogeneous material
and has It sides, the probabili ty for each of these sides turning up in
any one throw will be 1/n .

On the other hand, the classical interpretation has been severely
criticized on several counts, of which I will mention only tw o : as it
stands it is inapplicable to anything like unequ ally possible cases such
as playing with a loaded die ; and it succumbs, like the subjecti ve inter
pretation, to VON MISES 'S criticism: th ere is no logical or ma thematical
bridge (like the law of great numbers) which leads from premises about
possibilities to statistical conclusions about relati ve frequencies. (J."l IS ES

showed this in great detail for POISSON 'S derivation of his law of great
numbers .) Nor does it make much sense to say of a ratio of many favour
able to many possible cases that, even if it approaches 1, it t ells us wha t
is almost certainly going to happen : obviously, there occurs here (as
VON MISES stressed) a shift of meaning in pro ceeding from possibilistic
premises to stat istical conclus ion .

As to (b), t he frequency interpretation, I feel confident th at I ha ve
succeeded (cp. [50J) in purging it of all those allegedly unsolved problems
which some outsta nding philosoph ers like WILLIAM K NE ALE (cp . [33J)
have seen in it . Nevertheless, I found that a further reform was needed,
and I tried to respond to thi s need in tw o papers. (Cp. [54J and [55].)

Thus I come to (c), t o the pr open sity interpretation of probabilit y.

Let me first make clear that nothing is further from my mind than
an at tempt to solve th e pseud o-pr oblem of giving a def initi on of th e
meanin g of probabilit y . It is obvi ous th atthe word " probabilit y " can be
used perfectly properly and legitimately in dozens of senses , many of
which, incidentally, are incompatible with th e formal calculus of prob
abilit y. (F or such senses see [60] and [24]. ) I do not even wish to say
that the propensity in terpretation of probability is the best interpret ati on
of th e formal probability calculu s. I only wish to say th at it is the best
interpretation known to me for the application of the probability calculus
to a certain type of "repeatable experiment"; in ph ysics, more especia lly,
and also, I suppose, in related fields such as experimental biology .

I fully agr ee with those who ha ve criticized th e propensity inter
pretation because they felt it was not clear how to apply it to th e betting
situation in horse racing. The formal probability calculus is applicable
to a large class of " games of cha nce " ; but I do not know how one could
apply it to b tti ng 011 he rs S. Y t should it be possible to apply it to
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this kind of betting I should see no reason to fear that the propensity
interpretation would not fit this case. In brie f, I am not trying to propose
universally satisfactory meanings for the words" probable " and" prob
ability" , or even a universally applicable interpretation of the formal
calculus. But I am trying to pr opose an interpretation of the probability

I calculus which is not ad hoc, and which solves some of th e problems of
the interpretation of quantum theory .

I shall here explain the propensity interpretation as a development
of the class ical interpretation. The latter, it will be rememb ered , explain s
p (a, b) as th e proportion of the equally possible cases compat ib le with b
which are also favourable to th e even t a.

I pro pose, as a first step, to omit the word " equ ally" and to introduce
" weights" and thus to spea k, inste ad of " numbers of cases " , of the " sum
of the weights of th e cases" . And I prop ose, as a second st ep, to interpret
these" weights " of the possibilities (or of the possible cases) as measures
of the propensity, or tendency , of a possibility to realize itself upon repetition.

The main idea of this interpretation can also be put as follows: I
propose to distinguish probability statements from statistical statements ,
and to look upon probability statements as statements about frequ encies
in uirtua l (infinite) seq uences of well cha racterized experiments , and
upon statistical statements as state ments about frequencies in actual (finite)
sequences of such experiments. In probability state ments, the" weights "
attached to th e possibilities are mea sure s of these (conj ectural) virtual
frequ encies, to be tested by actual statis tical frequencies.

To use an example: if we have a large die containing a piece of lead
whose positi on is adjustable, we may conjecture (for reasons of symmetry)
that the weights (that is, th e propen siti es) of the six possibilities are
equal as long as the centre of gravity is kept equidistant from the six
sides, and that they become unequal if we shift the centre of gravity
from this position . For example, we may increase th e weight of the
possibility of 6 turning up by moving the centre of gravity away from
the side showing the figure" 6 ". And we may here interpret the word
" weight " to mean " a measure of the propensity or tendency to turn
up upon repetition of th e experiment " . More precisely, we may agree
to take as our measure of that propensit y th e (virtual) relative frequency
with which the side turns up in a (virtua l, and virtually infinite) sequence
of repetitions of the experiment.

We then may test our conjecture by a sequence of repetitions of
the experiment.

In proposing th e propensity interpretati on I propose to look upon
probability statements as statements about some measure of a property
(a physical property, comparable to symmet ry or asymmetry) of the
whole experimental arrangement ; a measure, more precisely, of a virt~tal
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frequency,' and I propose to look upon th e corresponding statistical state
ments as statements about the corresponding actual frequency .

In this way we easily get over th e objection rais ed by VON MISES

against the classical interpretation, simply by replacing mere possibilities
by propensities which we interpret as tendencies to produce frequencies.

Two further points are very important:

First, th e probability is tak en to be a property of the single experi 
ment, relative to some rule specifying th e conditions for accepting an other
experim ent as a repetition of the fir st. For example, in dicing, the mini
mum time t aken in shaking th e beaker may or may not form part of
this rule, or of these conditions or specification s.

Secondly , we can look upon probability as a real phy sical property
of the single physical experiment or, mor e precisely , of th e exp erimental
conditions laid down by the rule that defines the conditions for the
(virt ual) repetition. of th e experiment.

A propensity is thus a somewhat abstra ct kind of ph ysical pr operty;
nevertheless it is a real physical property. To use LANDE'S terminology,
it can be kicked, and i t can kick back .

Take for example an ordinary symme trical pin board, so constructed
that if we let a number of little balls roll down , th ey will (ideally) form
a normal distribution cur ve . This cur ve will represent the probability
distribut ion for each single experiment with each single ball of reaching
a certain possible resting place.

Now let us "kick" this board; say, by slightly lifting its left side.
Th en we also kick th e propensity, and the probability distribution, since
it will become more probable that any single ball will reach a point
towards th e right end of th e bottom of the board. And the pr opensity
will kick back: it will produce a differently shaped curve form ed by
th e balls if we let th em roll down and accumulate.

Or let us, instead , remo ve one pin . This will alter th e probability for
every single ' experiment with every single ball, whether or not the ball
actually comes near the place from which we removed the pin. (This
has its similarity with the two slit experiment , even th ough we have
her e no superposition of amplitudes; for we may ask : " How can the
ball' know ' that a pin has been removed if it nev er comes near th e
place ?" Th e answer is: th e ball does not "know " ; bu t the board as
a whole " knows ", and changes the probability distribution, or the pro
pensity, for every ball; a fact that can be tested by statist ical test s.)

Thus we can" kick " the probability field by making certain (gradual)
changes in the conditions of th e experiment , and the field " kick s back"
by changing the propensities, an effect which we can test statistically by
repea ting the exp rim nt und r t h changed condit ions.
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But there are further important aspects of the propensity inter
pretation, which we can again illustrate with the help of the pin board .

We can leave th e pin board in its ordinary (symmetrical) state; and
we can ask for the probability distribution of reaching the various final
positions for those balls which actually hit a certain pin (or, alternatively,
which hi the pin and then pass on its left side).

This new distribution will be, of cour se, quite different from the
original distribution . It can be calculated from first principles (given a
symmetrical board); and we can test our calculations in various ways.
For example, we can let the ball s roll down as usual, but list separately
th e final positions of those ball s that rut the selected pin (or that hit
it and pass on its left) ; or else, we can remove th ose balls at once which
do not satisfy this new conditio n. In the first case, we mere ly take note
of the new " position measurement " of the ball ; in the second case, we
select the balls which pass through some predetermined position. .

In both cases we sha ll get tests of the calculated new distribution : th e
distribution of those balls which have undergone a " position measure
ment " .

The theory of the pin board allows us , of cours e, to calculate from
first principles the new distributions for an y pin we choose; in fact, all
these new distributions are impli cit in calculati ng the original normal
distribution. For this calculation assumes that th e ball will hit , with such
and such a probability, such and such a pin.

9. Ninth th esis. In the case of th e pin board, the transition from th e
original distribution to one which assumes a " position measurement "
(whether an actua l one or a feigned one) is not merely ana logous , but
identical with the famou s " reduction 0/ the wave pachet", Accordingly,
thi s is not an effect cha racterist ic of quantum theory but of probability
th eory in general. (Cp. [50], sect ion 76.)

Take our pin board example aga in : given not only the topography
of the board but also it s ind ination and a few more facts, we may look
at th e pr obability distribution as a kind of descending wave 'front , start
ing to descend when the particle enters the boar d through its slit Ll q.
There will be no inte rference of am plitudes : if we have tw o slits Ll ql
and II q2' the t wo pro babilit ies themselves (rather tha n their am plitudes)
are to be added and normalized: we can not imitate th e two slit experi
ment. But this is not our problem at this stage. What I wish to show
is this : we may calculate a probabilit y wave , descending to the bottom

I of the board, and forming there a normal dist ribution curve very much
like a wave packet.

Now if we let_one <;I,ct.Yal ball roll down, then we can look at it from
various points of view.
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(a) We may say that th e experiment as a whole determines a certain
probability distribution and retains it (upon repetition) irrespective of
the particular pins hit by the ball.

(b) We may say th at every tim e th e ball actually hits a certain pin
, (or, say, passes on its left side), the ob-jective probability distribution (the

propensity distribution) is " suddenly " changed, whether or not anybody
takes note of the course of the ball. But this is merely a loose way of
saying the following: if we replace the speci fi cation of our experiment by
another one which specifies that th e ball hit s that particular pin (or passes
on its left), then we have a different experiment and accordingly get a

, different probability distribution.

(c) We may say that th e knowledge, or the information, or the con
sciousness, or the realization, th at a position measurement has taken
place, leads to the" collapse" or "reduction" of the original wave packet
and to its replacement by a new wav e pac ket. But in speaking in this
way, we only say the same as we said before under (b) ; except that we
now use subjectivist language (or a subjectivist philosophy).

Obviously, if we do not, know which pin the ball has hit, we do not
know with which new experimental set of conditions (propensities) we
could repla ce, in this particular case, th e old ones . But whether we know
this or not - we did know from the very start that there was such and
such a probability of the ball hitting such and such a pin, and thereby
changing its propensity of hitting other pins, and ultimately of reaching
a certa in point (or column), a, at t he bottom of the board. It was on
thi s knowledge that we based our calculat ion of th e original probability
distribution (wave pac ket).

Let us call our original specification of the pin board experiment "~"

and let us call the new specificat ion (accordin g to which we consider or
select only tho se balls which have hit a certain pin , q2' say. as repetitions
of the new experiment) U e2" . Then it is obvious that the two probabilities
of landing at a, p (a, ell and p (a, e2) . will not in general be equal, because
th e two experiments described by el and e2 are not th e same. But this
does not mean that the new information which tells us th at the con
ditions e2 are realized in any way changes p(a, el ) : from th e very begin
ning we could calculate p (a , ~) for th e various a 's, and also p (a. e2) ;

and we knew that

Nothing has changed if we are informed that the ball has actual ly hit
the pin Q2' except t hat we are now free, i f we so wish, to apply p(a, e2)

to this case; or in other words, we are free to look upon t he case as an
instan e of the xperiment ' \I l llst ad of the experiment el . Bu t we can,
of c urse, ontinue tolook upon it as 11 ins ance of the experiment ~,
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an d th us continue to work with p(a, /1, ) : the probabilities (an d also the
probabilit y packets, tha t is, t he distribution for the va rious a's ) are
relative probabilities: they are relative to what we are going to regard as a
repetition 0/ our experiment: or in other words, they are relative to what
experimen ts are, or are not , regarded as relevant to our stat-istical test.

Take another example , a very famo us one, due to E INSTEIN, and dis
cussed by HEISENBERG ([26] , p . 39) and by myself ([50J, end of section 76;
English edition , pp. 235 f.) . Take a semi-t ransparen t mirror, and assume
that the probability th at light will be reflect ed by it is t. Thus the
probability that light will pass th rough will also be t , and we have,
if the event " passing through " or "transmitted " is a, and t he experi
mental arrangement b,

p(a, b) = t= p(-a, b)

wher e" ·- a" (that is, "non-a " ) stands for the event " reflection". Now
let the experiment be carried out with one single photon . Then th e
probabili ty wave packet attached to th is photon will split , and we shal l
have the two wave packets, p (a, b) and p (-- a, b), for which our equation

p(a, b) = t = p(-a, b)

will hold . "After a suff icient time" , HEISENBERG writes, " the two parts
will be separated by any distance desired ... " . Now let us assume that
we" find", wit h the help of a photographic plate, that the pho ton (which
is indivisible) was reflected. (HEISENBERG says that it is " in the reflected
part of the packet", which is a misleading metaphor.) " Then t he prob
ab ility", he writes, "of finding the photo n in the other part of the
packet immediately becomes zero. The experiment a t t he position of the
reflect ed packe t thus exerts a kind of action (reduction of the wave
pac ket) at t he distan t point occup ied by the transmitted packet , and
one sees that this actio n is propagated wit h a velocity greater th an that
of light ." (Cp. [26], p . 39 ; the it alics are mine .)

Now this is the great quant um mu ddle with a vengeance. Wha t has
happened? We had , and still have, the relative probabilities

p (a, b) = ~-= p (- a, b).

If we t ake th e information - a (which says that t he particle has been
reflecte d), then relative to this information we get

p(a, -a) = 0 , p(-a, ~a) = 1 .

The first of these pr obabilities or wave packets is indeed zero . But
it is quite wrong to suggest that it is a kind of chan ged form of th e
original packet p (a, b) which " immediately becomes zero" . The original
packet p(a, b) remains eq ual to t , which is to be interpret ed as meanin g
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that if we repeat our original experiment , th e virtual frequency of
photons being t ransmitted will equal t.

And pia, -a), which is zero, is quite anot her relative probability:
it refers to an entirely different exp erim ent which , although it begins like
th e first. ends according to its speci fi cation only when we find (with the
help of th e photographic plate) th at the photon has been reflected .

No action is exerted upon the wave packet p (a, b), neither an action
at a distance nor an y other action. F or p(a, b) is the propensity of th e
sta le of the ph ot on relative to th e original ex perimental conditions . Thi s
ha s not changed , and it can be tested by repeating th e original experi
ment .

It might be thought that it is unnecessar y t o repeat all thi s after
32 years . But more recently, HEISENBERG has suggested that th e reduc
tion of the wave packet is somewhat similar t o a quantum jump. For,
on th e one hand, he speaks of "the reduction of wav e-packets" as " the
fact that the wave fun ction .. . changes discontinuoUSly ", adding, " It
is well known that th e reduction of wave-packets always appears in th e

. Copenhagen th eory-when the tran sition is completed from the possible to
the actual . . ." that is, when "the actual is selected from the possible,

. ~hich is done by the ' obs~:Y'Il.t.r' . .. " . On th e other hand, he speaks on
the next page of the " element of discontinuity [in] the world , which is
found everywhere in atomic physics ... [and which in] th e usual inter
pret ati on of quantum th eory . . . is contained in the transit ion from the
possible to the actual" . (Cp . [27J, pp. 23f. ; the ita lics are mine.)

Yet the reduction of th e wave packet clearly has nothing to do with
quantum theory: it is a trivial feature of probability theory that, what 
ever p (a, b) may be, p (a, a) = 1 and (in general) p (- a, a) = O.

Assume th at we have tossed a penny . (The example is taken from
p. 69 of my [55].) The prob ability of each of it s possible states equals t .
As long as we don' t look at the result of our toss, we can sti ll say th at
the probabilit y will be t. If we bend down and look, it suddenly
" changes " : one probability becomes 1, t he oth er O. Was there a quantum
jump, owing to our looking ? Was th e penny influenced by our observa
tion ? Obvi ously not . (The penny is a " classical" particle.) Not even the
pro bability (or propensit y) was influenced . There is no more inv olved
here , or in any redu ction of th e wave packet, th an th e trivial principle:
if our inform ati on contains th e result of an experiment , th en t he prob 
ability of this result , relat ive to t his information (regarded as part of

r the experiment 's specification), will always trivially be p(a, a) = 1.
This explains also what is vali d in VON NEUMANN 'S principle, men

I ti oned in my seventh thesis above, that if we repeat a measurement at

'

once, then the result will be th e sam with cer ta inty. Indeed, it is quite
tri t th at if w look at our penny a sc ond t im , it will still lie a before.
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And more generally : if we take a " measurement" like th at of the arrived
ph oton as defining the condition s of the experiment, then the outco me of
th e repetition of this experiment is cert ain, by virtue of th e specification
of th e exp eriment together with the trit e fact that p (a, a) = 1.

Before proceeding to my next thesis, I will just return for a moment
to th e pin board. Ta ke

to be the probabilit y of a ball hitt ing the pin q2' in the original experi 
ment, and assume that we see th e ball passing q2 unihou! hitting it. Then
th is can be interpret ed exactly as H EISE NBERG interprets the experi
ment with the semi-tra nsparent mirror : we could say (it would be very
misleading) th at th e wave packet p (Q2' ell collapses, that it becomes zero
with super-luminal velocity. I hope that the abs urdity of the muddle
need not be further elaborated.

10. My tenth thesis is that the propen sity interpretation solves the
problem of the relati onship bet ween particles and their statistics, and
th ereby that of the relationship between particles and waves .

DIRAC writes : "Some tim e before the discovery of quan tum mecha
nics people [E I NSTEIN , VON LAUE ] reali zed that the connecti on be
tween light waves and photons must be of a sta t istical character. What
they did not clearly realize, however, was that th e wave fun ction gives
information about th e probability of one ph oton being in a particular
place and not th e pr obable number of photons in th at place." (Cp. [14] ,
p. 9.) And he cont inues with an example very much like the exam ple
discussed above of the semi-transparent mirror interacting with one
photon .

Now this app lication of probability theory to single cases is precisely
what the propensit y interpret ati on achieves. But it does not achieve it
by speaking about particles or photons . Propensi ties are properties of
neither particles nor photons nor electrons nor pennies. They are properties

l'J of the repeatable experimental arrangement - physical and concrete , in
so far as they may be statis t ically tested (and may lead, in t he pin board
case, to an actual characterist ic physical arrangement of balls) - and
abstract in so far as any p articular exp erimental arrangement may be
regard ed as an inst ance of more than one specification for " its" repeti-

.. tion. (Take the to ssing of a penny: it may have been thrown 9 feet up.
Shall we say or shall we not say th at this experi ment is repeat ed if the
penny is thrown to a height of 10 feet ?) It is this relativity of the pro
pensit ies that makes them sometimes look " unreal" : it is t he fact that
they refer both to single cases and t o their virtual repet itions, and that
any single case has so many properties that we can not say, just by
inspection, which of them are to be in luded among the specifications
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r defining what should be taken as "our" experiment, and as "its"
'. repetition.

But this is true not only of all propensities or probabilities (classical
or quantum-mechanical) ; it is also true of all physical or biological ex
periments, and it is one of the reaso ns why experimentat ion is impossible
without th eory: what seems to be completely irr elevant in one experi
ment e1 , or arbit ra rily variable in its repetitions, may turn out in
" another " experiment e2 (ot herwise indis tinguishable) to be part of its
most important specifications. Every experimentalist can give countless
examples. Some so-called" chance discoveries " have been made by getting
unwanted, or unexpected, results up on repeating an experi ment, and
th en noticing th at th e change in the result depended upon some factor
previously conjectured to be irr elevant, and th erefore not included in
(nor excluded by) th e specificati on of th e exp eriment .

Thus t he relativity to speci fication of which we ha ve spoken is char 
acteristic neither of quantum experimen ts nor even of statis tical experi
ments: it is a permanent feature of all experimentation . (And a propen sity
relation might be regarded, and intuitively understood, as a genera liza
tion of a .. causal" relation, however we may interpret " causality" .) For

" this reason it seems to me mist aken t o regard statist ical laws, statis tical
distributions, and other statis tic al entities, as non-ph ysical or unreal.
Probability fields are physical, even though they depend on, or are

t relative t o, specified experimental condi tions. (Cp. [49J, pp. 213f.)
11. My eleven th thesis is this : even th ough both the particles and the

probability fields are real, it is misleadi ng (as LANDE rightl y insist s) to
speak of a "duality " between them: the particles are imp ortant ob-jects
of the experimenta tion; th e probability fields are propensity fields, and
as such imp ortant properties of the experimental arrangement, and of

, it s specified condit ions.
A simple example (taken from p. 89 of my [55J) may illustrate t his.

! One is easily t empted to look upon the probabilit y t as a pro pensity ofIa homogeneous coin wit h a hea d and a tail side - t hat is, as a property
of a thing, of a kind of " pa rti cle". B ut the temptation must be resisted.
For let us assume an experimental arrangement in which th e penn y is
not spun but t ossed in such a way that it falls on a t able with some slots
in which it can be caught upright. The n we may distinguish bet ween
three possibilit ies : heads showing up; tails showing up ; and neither show
ing up. Or even four possibilit ies: if th e slots are all north-south, we may
distinguish the caught pennies by th e direct ion in which th eir headsface
(east or west). This shows that condi tions other than the structure of
th e penny (or the parti cle) may grea tly con tribu te to th e probabili ty or
prope nsity: the whole experim ntal arrangement determines the " sample
space " and t he probability d lst ribution. (W also an asily conceive of
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specifications according to which the experimental conditions change,
perhaps even in a certain " random " manner, while the experiment
proceeds.)

Th us the propensity or probability is not (like baldness, or charge) a
property of th e member of th e population (man, particle) but somewhat
more like the popularity (and consequently , the sales statist ic) of a certain
brand of chocolate, depending on all kinds of condi tions (advertisement,
sales organization, statist ical distribution in the population of preferential
t aste for various kinds of chocolate). And a wave-like distribution of a
probability (or a probabi lity amplitude) is, indeed, something which can
not be said to be an altern ative " picture " of the member of th e popula 
tion (man ; bar of chocola te; particle) . It would be awkward to spea k of
a " duality " (a symmetrical relation) between a bar of chocolate and th e
sha pe of the distribution curve of it s propensity to be sold tomorrow.

12. My twelfth thesis is t hat the mistaken idea of a dualit y of particle
and wave is, partly, due to the hopes raised hy DE BROGLIE and SCHRO
DINGER of giving a wav e theory of th e structure 0/ particles.

There "vas a span of over t wo years between the beginning of wave
mechani cs and the successful analysis and interpretat ion of experiments
as tests of BOR~'S statis tical interpretation, first presented in 1926, of th e
'lp-function. (Cp. [10~, p. 104.) In these years, the statistical problems
seemed less important than th e hop e of solving th e problems of atomic
stabi lity (and of quantum jumps) by a classical method - a very
beautiful method, and an inspiring hope: the hope was nothing less
than one of explaining matter and it s structure by field concepts . When
later SCHRODINGER and ECKART show ed th e (far-reachin g though not
complete ) equivalence of th e wave th eory and HEISENBERG'S particle
theory, th e two -picture int erpret ation was born , with its idea of a sym
metry or duality be tween particle and wave. But so far as th ere was an
equivalen ce, it was one between two statis ti cal theories - a stat istical
theory (" matrix mechanics " ) which started from th e sta tis tical behaviour
of particles, and a statis tical th eory which started from the wave-like
shape of certain probability amplitudes. We might say (being wise
after the event) th at SCHRODI NGER'S hop e th at what he had found was
a wave theory of the structure of matter should not have sur vive d
(cp. [58J) the successful test s of BORN'S stat ist ical in terpretat ion of the
wave th eory.

13. My thi rteenth and last th esis is this..,Both classical physics and
guantum physics are indet erministic. (Cp. [52, 40J, and [10J, pp. 107 to,
110.) The peculiarity of qu antum mechani cs is th e pr inciple of the super-
position of wav e amplitudes - a kind of probabilistic dependence (called
by LANDE " interdependence " ) th at has apparen tly no parallel in classical
probability t h ory . To my way of thinking, t his seems to be a point in
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favour of saying that propensities are physical and real (t hough virtual,
as stressed by FEYNMAN). For the supe rposition can be kicked: coherence
(the phase) can be destroyed by the experimen tal arrangem ent.

ALFRED LANDE has made a most interesting and it seems at least
partly successful attempt to expl ain th is peculiarity by showing mathe
matically that " The qu estion ... why do the pr obabilities interfere? can
... be answered: they 'have no other choice if they 'want' to obey a
general interdependence law a t all." (Cp. [38J, p. 82 ; the italics are partly
mine.) Let us assume that LANDE 'S brilli ant derivations of quantum
th eory from non-quantal principles of symme try stand up to critical
analysis : even then it seems to me th at his own arguments show that

• th ese probabilities (propensiti es) whose am plitudes can interfere should
be conject ured to be ph ysical and real, and not merely a mathematical
device (as he sometimes seems to suggest ). Th ough th eir mathematical
"pictures " may have the shape of " wav es " only in "configur a tion
space ", as propensities they are physical an d real, quite independently
of the que stion whether or not th ey can be repre sented by a wave picture,
or a fun ction with a wave shape, or , indeed, by any picture or shape at
all. The wave picture may thus have only a mathematical significance;
but this is not true of the laws of su perp osition which express a real
probabili sti c dependence.

On the other hand, it seems to me clea r from th e Compt on-Simon
phot ographs that photons can be kicked and can kick back, and are th ere
fore (in spi te of LANDE'S sceptical views as to their existence) " real " in
pr ecisely the sense which LANDE him self has given to th e term .

As always , nothing depends on word s, but talking of " duaJism of
particle and wave " has creat ed much confusion, as LANDE rightly
emphasizes; so mu ch so th at I wish to support his suggestiorj.to aban~m

the term " du alism. ". I propose that we spea k instead (as did EI NSTEI N)
of th e par ticle and it s" associated " propensit y fields (the plural indicates
th a t the fields depe nd not only on the particle but also on ot her con
ditions), thus avoiding th e sugges tion of a symmet rical rela tion.

Without establishing some such terminology as this (" association" in
place of " dualism" ) th e term " dualism." is boun d to surv ive, with all the
misconceptions connecte d with it ; for it does point to some th ing im
portant : the associa tio n that exists bet ween particles and fields of pro
pensiti es (" forces" , decay propens it ies, pr opensiti es for pai r productio n,

r-. and others).
I ncidentally, among the misleading fashionab le ter ms of th e theory is

the term " observable" . (Cp. [2 a], especially pp . 465 f. ) It sugges ts some
thing that does not exist: all "observables " are calculated and inferred
on theoretical grounds, rath r than obs rved or dire ctly meas ured. Thus
what is " observ able " alwa Sdepen Is upon the theory we use. Ho wever ,
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here again one should not quarrel about words ; no more abo u t the word
" observable" than about the word " real". Definitions, as usual, lead now
here ; but most of us kno w what we mean when we say that there are
such things (obser vable things) as elephants, or elect rons, or magnetic
fields; or (more difficult to obse rve) propensities , such as the propensit y
to attract, or to underst and, or to critic ize; or the propensit y of an ex
perimen t to yield some specified resul t.

14. To sum u p. The alleged du alism of particle and wave and the
subject ive interpretation of probabilit y, wit h which it is closely con
nected, are responsible for th e sub jectivist ic and anti- realistic inter
pretatio n of quantum theory and for such characteristic state ments as
W IGNE R' S, who says that " the laws of quantum mechanics itself cannot
be form ulated . .. with out recourse to the concept of consciousness "
(cp. [61J, p . 232); a view that he attributes also to VON NEUMANN ; or
HEISENBERG'S state men t: " The conception of objective realit y . .. has
t hus evapora ted . .. into the t ransparent clarit y of a mathematics that
represents no longer the behaviour of particles bu t ra ther our kno wledge
of this behaviour. " (Cp. ~28J , p. 100.) Or his assertion that if the observe r
is exorc ized , an d physics made objective, the 1p-function " contains no
physics at all" . (Cp. [27~ , p . 26.)

" I have oft en argued in favo ur of the evolutionary signifi cance of
consciousness, and its supreme biological role in grasp ing and crit icizing
ideas. Bu t it s intrusion into the probabilistic th eory of quantum mecha
nics seems to me based on bad philosophy and on a few very simple
mistakes. These, I hope, will soon be forgotten , while the great physicists
who happened to comm it them will be for ever remembered by their
mar vellous contributions to physics: contributions of a significance and
depth to which no phi losopher can asp ire .
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